ABSTRACT:
Nanoscale manufacturing defines a paradigm shift in the advanced manufacturing domain and plays a pivotal role in today's biomedical technology. With the eventual merging of top-down and bottom-up nanomanufacturing, the engineering community is at a threshold of emerging hybrid technologies that leverage this dual-directional approach. This research will focus on a novel hybrid nanomanufacturing technology that involves the combination of a proprietary direct-write method (bottom-up) and nanoimprint lithography (top-down) to selectively fabricate nano and bio structures. Multiphysics phenomena for studying nano-droplet behavior and substrate interaction are modeled using molecular dynamics simulations. The translation of direct-write manufacturing for fabricating flexible thin film transistors is discussed. Biomanufacturing holds great promise in the engineering of novel therapeutics, smart transplantable devices and regenerative organs. Direct-write manufacturing is a non-contact (sterile) technology that can precisely deliver multiple chemistries of biomaterials at target locations. This research will also present the biomanufacturing of drug delivery carriers and cardiovascular stent coatings using the direct-write method. Microcapsules with tunable release kinetics (in vitro) are fabricated as localized drug delivery carriers for high potency therapeutics. Further, oxygen generating nano-particles are incorporated within biopolymer constructs to promote cell survivability and blood vessel network (vascularization). Direct writing is employed for attaining controlled release characteristics of multilayer coatings for drug eluting cardiovascular stents.
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